Spacesaver Storage Systems

FIRE HOSE RACK SYSTEM

Developed, Tested and Used by Firefighters.

Toll Free 1-800-803-1083
Simplicity in design makes the Spacesaver Fire Hose Rack System a cost-effective storage solution to alternative hose storage methods. Store twice as many hoses in less floor space. Neatly.

**Well-organized** – Keeps fire hoses organized, high and dry, and ready for action. Neatly stores typical 1-1/2" (38 mm), 1-3/4" (44 mm) and 2-1/2" (63 mm) hand line hoses. Large diameter hose rack systems are also available.

**Accessible** – Top shelf provides additional, out of the way, but easily accessible storage for hard suction sections, hi-rise packs, etc.*

**Protected** – Keeps hoses upright and wound, cradled in the rack assembly and off the floor. No sharp edges to touch the hose. Increased air circulation ensures longer hose life. Couplings and hoses won’t be subject to damage from moisture, rodents, and crushing.

**Expandable** – Available in 24” (610 mm), 30” (762 mm), 36” (914 mm), 42” (1067 mm) and 48” (1219 mm) wide sections to fit into almost any area. Can be easily relocated, reconfigured, and added to as needs change.

**Durable** – Powder Coat finish provides a durable smooth surface for sliding hoses in or out, while resisting scratches and abrasion.

**Canopy Top** acts as a dust shield to keep hoses cleaner and provides space for additional storage.

**Hose cradles** are factory welded and interlock securely to upright posts for fast and easy installation.

**Provides instant hose selection and promotes inventory rotation.**

*Items that could easily fall from top of shelf should be secured.
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